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Clue 5 REVEAL

Here we are at the layout and finishing up of this beautiful quick quilt. The lap is ready to 
lay out, while the twin, queen, and king need to cut 8 or 16 blank space blocks. Here are 
those cutting instructions, then I will show you the maps! Quick and Easy!

NOTE: Twin only cuts MEDIUM FOCUS while queen and king cut both! Please pay 
attention to YOUR chosen size.

Now for those layouts:

Lap: Twin:

BACKGROUND AND
MEDIUM FOCUS Twin Queen King

MEDIUM FOCUS 12-1/2” WOF strips Scraps +2 Scraps +2 N/A

Sub-cut to 12-1/2” squares 8 8

BACKGROUND 12-1/2” WOF strips N/A Scraps +2

Sub-cut to 12-1/2” squares 8

BOTH FABRICS 15-1/2” WOF strips N/A Scraps +3 each

Sub-cut to 15-1/2” squares 8 each fabric
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Queen and King

(Sorry, I couldn’t get the dog and cat to 
move!!! I tried five times!)

Lap will be a 60” square before any borders you may choose to add. Twin will be 60” x 84” 
before any borders. Queen will be an 84” square before any borders. King will be a 105” 
square before borders. All fabric requirements have a CONTRAST 2-1/2” (king) to 4”  (lap, 
twin, and queen) frame border included.

I made the queen and finished with a 6” (cut 8 [eight] 6-1/2” strips) CONTRAST frame for it 
to finish at a 96” square.

TWIN NOTE: clue 4 twin only block goes in the centre of the top and bottom rows with 
your MEDIUM FOCUS toward the top and bottom. See pic on page 1.

WHAT A BEAUTY! That was quick and easy. Just love it! Can’t wait to sandwich, quilt, and 
bind for the bed!
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